
Bayou View Middle School – Weekly Lesson Plans Quarter 2 Week 3

Teacher: Comer/Hammons/Ladner/Parker Week of: 10/25/2021- 10/29/2021 Subject: ELA-8

Classroom News/Due Dates:

● November DCA exams are next week, please come prepared and ready to show what you know!

Standards:

● RL.8.4 Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, including figurative and connotative meanings; analyze the impact of specific word choices on

meaning and tone, including analogies or allusions to other texts.

● RL.8.10 By the end of the year, read and comprehend literature, including stories, dramas, and poems, at the high end of grades 6–8 text complexity band independently and

proficiently

● L.8.2 Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English capitalization, punctuation, and spelling when writing.

● L.8.4 Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple-meaning words or phrases based on grade 8 reading and content, choosing flexibly from a range of strategies.

● SL.8.1 Engage effectively in a range of collaborative discussions (one-on-one, in groups, and teacher-led) with diverse partners on grade 8 topics, texts, and issues, building on

others’ ideas and expressing their own clearly.

Day/Date

Bell Work Objectives
(“The student will…”)

Procedures
TI = Teacher Input, M = Modeling, GP = Guided Practice, IP = Independent Practice

SM = Student Modeling TTW = “The teacher will…”     TSW = “The students will…”

Assessment
Observation, Activities

Project, Quiz, Unit

Test, DCA, etc.

Bell

Schedule

Monday

Vocabulary

Quiz

Determine or clarify the

meaning of unknown words or

phrases based on grade 8

reading and content.

Appropriately engage in

collaborative classroom

discussion on an 8th grade

text.

Read and comprehend

literature at the high end of

the complexity band.

ANTICIPATORY SET: Review Vocabulary Quizzes from last week

Lesson 10 Slideshow

Long Way Down

Test 2

DCA

Vocabulary Quiz 2.3

10/25
TTW model and provide guidance to students on RCC Workbook Lesson 10 Parts 1-3

Closure:

Go over Vocabulary for Week 2.3 (Current)

Regular

Tuesday

ACT

Punctuation

#4 front

page

Determine the meaning of

words as they are used in a

text, including connotative

and denotative meaning.

Demonstrate mastery of

punctuation usage

Determine or clarify the

meaning of unknown words or

phrases based on grade 8

reading and content.

Appropriately engage in

collaborative classroom

discussion on an 8th grade

text.

ANTICIPATORY SET: Lesson 10 Slideshow

Long Way Down

Test 2

DCA

Vocabulary Quiz 2.3

Lesson 10 Part 5

10/26

TTW introduce RCC Workbook Lesson 10 Parts 4-5

TTW review the correct answers for part 4

TSW begin Part 5- Edulastic independently for a grade

Closure:

TSW complete a Vocabulary Kahoot (if time permits)

Regular

https://kami.app/Brv-JYm-BXb
https://kami.app/Brv-JYm-BXb
https://app.edulastic.com/author/tests/verid/6127d8433212e20007a5a489


Read and comprehend

literature at the high end of

the complexity band

Wednesday

Log in to

I-Ready

Reading

Independently complete

customized, targeted I-Ready

lessons at their own pace.

ANTICIPATORY SET: Remind students of rules and expectations related to I-Ready

Reading/Commonlit individualized practice

I-Ready Quiz

I-Ready Diagnostic

MAAP

DCA

10/27
TSW complete an I-Ready Individualized Lesson

Differentiation: TSW complete a 9th-grade level Commonlit assignment on our current

standard (for those who have tested out of I-Ready): “Do Juvenile Killers Deserve Life Behind

Bars?”

Tutoring: Scaffold for Lesson 11; Vocabulary Game

Regular

Thursday Determine the meaning of

words as they are used in a

text, including connotative

and denotative meaning.

Demonstrate mastery of

punctuation usage

Determine or clarify the

meaning of unknown words or

phrases based on grade 8

reading and content.

Appropriately engage in

collaborative classroom

discussion on an 8th grade

text.

Read and comprehend

literature at the high end of

the complexity band

ANTICIPATORY SET: Lesson 10 Slideshow

Long Way Down

Test 2

DCA

MAAP

Vocabulary Quiz 2.3

Lesson 10 Part 5

10/28

TSW read independently or listen to Part 2 of “Long Way Down”

TSW work with a partner to answer questions about Long Way Down from the TPT activity

packet

Closure:

TTW facilitate a brief, informal discussion of the day’s reading

Regular

Friday

Grammar

Review

Determine the meaning of

words as they are used in a

text, including connotative

and denotative meaning.

Demonstrate mastery of

punctuation usage

Determine or clarify the

meaning of unknown words or

phrases based on grade 8

reading and content.

Appropriately engage in

collaborative classroom

discussion on an 8th grade

text.

ANTICIPATORY SET: TTW review the major concepts of Lesson 10 with students prior and

answer questions.

Long Way Down

Test 2

DCA

MAAP

Vocabulary Quiz 2.3

Lesson 10 Part 5

10/29

RCC Workbook Lesson 10 Part 5 due- Edulastic

TSW read independently or listen to Part 2 of “Long Way Down”

TSW work with a partner to answer questions about Long Way Down from the TPT activity

packet

Closure:

TTW facilitate a brief, informal discussion of the day’s reading

Don’t forget you have a test next week!

Regular

https://kami.app/EDZ-tTH-Biq
https://kami.app/EDZ-tTH-Biq
https://app.edulastic.com/author/tests/verid/6127d8433212e20007a5a489


Read and comprehend

literature at the high end of

the complexity band


